Theory of evolution and justice (*Under revision)
Definition of theory: There is a suspicion that eternal
evolution happens in a self driven way. Meaning that
resources, dependencies and structure of the 3D ether,
space for life is "rendered out" based on dependency to
eternal evolution forward in time. In practical physical
terms, this means that constructive interferometry is
applied in the Coulomb charge field in which energy
chunks interfere
with one
another. Thus,
creating or destructing processes of forward eternal evolution.
Similar to genetic algorithms determined by the chromosomes
of the given system that describe its characteristics. By eternal
forward evolution, we mean that resources, dependencies and
structure of the 3D ether are rendered out based on constructive
interferometry in respect of the complete system. This raises the
concern of the presence of both life and anti-life. This theory
therefore assumes that catalyst and non-catalyst particles (God
particle etc.) are created and destroyed along the time axes of this eternal evolution. Similar to
occurring and disappearing species in ecology for example. So what we talk about basically is a purely
dependency driven system in which only the forward time axis of eternal evolution matters. One note
that author may make. By system theory, no matter which law you start following, you will end up with
the same system of complete existence based on constructive interferometry. This means that presence
of law in the world itself defines a world which is based on law.
Hence, without law, the world can not exist. At the same time, any
error in existence creates a constructive interferometry ripple
effect which automatically folds forward again. Hence, the
presence of law in the worlds itself defines completeness
of existence. “In the Lord we trust.” It is also assumed that antilife is a non-constructive form of existence in respect to the
complete system. Such forms of existence typically include
pesticides, parasites, terrorism etc.
The importance of the theory of evolution is that we can now plan
several factorial simple on longer range projections of complex
systems. Theory of evolution therefore also depends on system
theory. Meaning that simpler principle and better understanding of
spatial/organic systems can lead to better and more precise longer
Ref: Monogramme of Christ
term planning. Such design methodology can be key in military
planning too, where large numbers have to be met typically.
Hence, this theory can be crucial in resource planning where large numbers have to be met based on
complex, typically multi-layer and dimension organic/spatial systems in the real world. See also genetic
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algorithms. Natural self-organization and gravity of time/space order condensation. From the above, we
can conclude that systems naturally self-reorganize themselves by the condensation of order as we
propagate forward along the time/space axes towards eternal existence.
Hence, the fact of eternal existence in the world has a gravitational power of order that condensates
non-lawful relations in the system.
From such effects of order and law on systems, we can conclude the following hypothesis about
creation:
Hypothesis of a different existence: At the very beginning,
there was nothing, just empty energy field. But as a concern
of existence itself by philosophical matters, would nonexistence make sense in the world? No, it makes no sense for
a void to exist, therefore, existence remains a vibrant combat
of polarities. Middle Earth got created by the Holy spirit to
divide darkness from
light. Middle-Earth is a
place of worship and as
such; the idea of
UFO/USO(submerged
objects) for example are
examples of phantom trickery to sabotage law. Have the “good
side” been born as a differential shadow to evil in the world? So
Earth, supposedly, have been exploited and supposed to be a
gateway between the underground and heaven. A place of
purgatory and justice. Hence, Middle Earth got created by the
Holy spirit, plasma as you like and originates by the ancient
creation of the world. By physical and real world practices this
unfolds by the following practices and theories.
Ref: State of church, 380AD

A few hypothetical and physical indicators about the world and its polarities:
As a principal, things only exist in the world
if they make sense. If something serves no
purpose, by pure fundamentalism, it is
simply too costly to maintain its existence.
See also solitary waves on stability,
continuity and the concept of existence in
the world.
By means of artificial intelligence(AI), we
mean that you calculate all variations of a
base knowledge-set and negate that
unfolded variation set. By this, we achieved
all possible scenarios of a base knowledge-
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set. Hence the name, artificial intelligence. (Ref: Artificial intelligence V2.5
http://www.fugeeonline.com/)
As matter as such, by physical means, you have plasma (gas energy) that
enables and provides the necessary energy supply for the matter to maintain its
stable state. As a hypothesis therefore, we also assume that conscious justice in
the world materializes in matter basically. Fundamentally talking, without a
conscious reason why anything should exist? So existence depends on solitary
waves, self-reinforced energy states. In other words, projecting this idea to the
mental world, for existence, you must have a conscious reason, that materializes
in goods for example. (Ref: Demon DSP chip v3.2
http://www.fugeeonline.com/)

What seems to be the case is that the ether/plasma is “throwing out“ potential elements and so called
candidates for a better democracy and system. But on “system state level”, the world has a problem of
being able to shift from chicken/egg syndrome to production state system wide. Meaning, that if you
look at the relationship of God and society in historical scales, then it is observable that the process
looks more like a gladiator tournament of a corrupted computer, rather than a driven and managed
leadership. Is there something we don’t understand? Yes there is. Here is the hypothesis:
The world was created and by ever since been supplied by the ancient explosion of ether/plasma in the
world. Since creation, this plasma/ether interaction have been serving as a catalystic chlorophyl that
supercharges the system. But you see, as a sports car or a bomb by itself, without leadership and
management, no progress will rise from this scenario state. So democracy on system level can only rise
further if you co-manage and lead this “setup of God.” Only than,
we can talk about true leadership, one that governs in respect of
theology and culture for example.
With such things in mind, the concern arises that how can
we achieve productive work in respect of the world from a systems
perspective? Will we make profit if we invent something? Or is it
the numbers? Can we grow the numbers? If you can, some probably
made a productive act by realistic measures.
Now, we have come to the conclusion that the solid and
stable supply of energy is fundamental to stable existence and such,
for the formation of matter for example. Because of this, the state of
the matter can differ as far as negative (Hell etc) and positive
(Democracy). We split the world into the following parts as far as
law is: underground terror and democracy. By this, meaning that
Ref: LAGEOS gravitational satellite
Hell falls to the idea of underground terror and both the Purgatory
and Heaven fall to democracy since we are talking about a system with leadership.
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Now, as such, we come to the conclusion that matter too can have polarities on the time axis and
with this, further establishing the fact that the concept of anti-matter and perhaps anti-life is further
materialized.
Rubidium(The contrary to Pandora’s box?): Physicists create
mind-bending 'negative mass' that accelerates backwards
and could help explain black holes. Ref:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2017/04/19/physicistscreate-mind-bending-negative-mass-accelerates-backwards/

Ferrit in blood evolved to metal chitin? Biophysical fusion
research. Ancient ‘hell ant’ with metal horns & trap jaw
found inside amber (PHOTOS)
Ref: https://www.rt.com/news/402982-prehistoric-ant-hornamber/

The process of creation:
(1.) Dark ages and the creator. Ancient explosion created the dark
world in which ancient creatures have been living including the
creator itself. Similar life conditions to the bottom of oceans. The
evolution process gradually slowed and cooled down as more
complex and sophisticated forms of life took place in the name of
justified and equilibrium state world.
(2.) Creation with the power of thought. The creator created
Middle Earth over millions of years as in the Biblical creation or
with Pandora’s box for example. Creation happened with the power
of thought.
(3.) Continuity and another creation (Genesis). Have to continue
this creative process of justice using nuclear, anti-life and anti-matter
beyond infrared (Doppler-effect) technologies etc. As such, the
evolution of the world can be broken up into the following
periods/forms to our best.
Ref: Tripods from Ist World War.
(*Martian museum archive, UK)
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Ref: Historic photo archives from World War I-II.
*Did tripods(bugs) use zero-point energy (Eddy current)
to supply their metallic framework with electricity?

Milestones:
(1.) [Light] Darkness/Light → Bible and Qur’an
→ Revolution: Books and Internet
(2.) [Energy] Energy/Infrared → Red-shift, Spitzer space
telescope. Cold-war
→ Revolution: DSP technology, Metaphysics
(3.) [Law] Hell/Democracy → I-II-nd World War. Asimov
→ Revolution: Further technologies that can break down dimensions
of systems. Infrared (Doppler-effect). Nuclear. Anti-life technologies
etc.
Therefore, the first form of the universe was darkness. This means that the universe did exist before the
Biblical creation even with creatures in it. The second period of the universe’s evolution was the
creation of light and the division of light from darkness as the Bible and Qur’an says too. During these
evolutionary period shifts, we have turbulent turnovers as far as tensor and system theory is concerned.
Ref: (Inferno, Purgatory and Paradise) presented in Dante's Divine Comedy by the University of Texas
at Austin by Dr. Guy Raffa http://danteworlds.laits.utexas.edu/
Because when the complexity of the systems changes, you have:
→ New components
→ System wise re-shuffling of
elements
→ Turnaround bottlenecks
All of these concerns can lead to conflicts
during these times but as such, the writer
would like to discriminate among 3
possibilities as Dante’s inferno says too:
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→ Falling to hell, meaning underworld terror
→ Purgatory, straight opposition and leadership to terror of the underworld
→ Heaven where better life conditions exist but with the risk of attacks

Mapping cyberspace! The dipole quantum gravitation DSP
Books were one of the first objects that our civilization have fabricated
to advance our civilization. After the books, the Internet and now dipole
quantum gravitation digital signal processors; aka mapping of
cyberspace propels value! We have tried to map cyberspace before. We
tried it with:
● Internet mud (Information cyberspaces)
● Business intelligence (BI)
● Bilateral/Multilateral/Unilateral resolutions (Diplomacy)
● Navigation technologies. Points of interests (POI) (Spatial/Metric)
● Scalar ←→ Vectorial degree conversions (Decimal/Radial)
● Thermo imaging
● Radioactive (Isotopic) and magnetic cyber-maps
● Gravitational fields
● Any kind of cyber-map (RFID technology etc) that can
help decision making indeed
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Why would we need a dipole quantum gravitation digital signal processors then? Are the cyber-maps
we have are not good enough? Well, what do we want to achieve? We are talking about a 3D field in
which not just information occurs bur forces and material structures too. These forces and material
structures have impact as well as physical effect. Now, what we are interested in is physics and this is
what differentiates this DSP processor from any other cyber-technology that we have used before. As
soon as we have vectors, we talk about force and hazard.
This also means that 3D physical space have:
● Physical radiation that can damage organic or synthetic material
● Physical force (Lorentz, magnetic force etc) that can also damage or can be hazardous
● Any other physical or other force which can be described by power, rather than information.

(A) Electromagnetic field mechanics (EMFM): Lagrange equations
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(B) Weight and energy relation (transforming formula of energy and weight): E=mc2
So, the Einsteinian formula of energy and
weight relation describes a relation, while the
Lagrangian formula describes the method of
work measurable in Joule. This also means that
tensor formulas of containers are “connected”
with the Einsteinian formula by the Lagrangian
formulas. This means that real work of the
coefficient of performance or COP (also called
CP or CoP) steps in by the equations of tensor
formulas of Dr. Kirill A. Bronnikov and the
Lagrangian formulas.
CoP=

Energy input ( Kw)
Energy output( Kw)

CoP 1.0>→ Effective work performance in respect of overall system

Hence, we can conclude that real work in respect of the overall system can only be referred to as
accountable as far as we can introduce a CoP 1.0 coefficient in the Einsteinian-Lagrangian formula’s
equation. In other words true artificial intelligence (salvation) is established by physical real world
standards kinetic system wise talking. (Ref: Matrix movie) In other words superior equilibrium of
existential state in the democratic world. By this, we also refer to the state of the past or present world
as a fake or distorted reality of democracy. In which some or perhaps, many laws do not stand as
justified equilibrium of existential state is concerned in respect of the overall system or world. By this,
the author refers to “such situation” as a trap or black hole of space and time, from which one should
get out by law and order obviously.
(C) Tensor equations (Containers):
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What we can understand is that neither the Lagrangian equations of electromagnetic field mechanics,
nor the Einstein formula of energy and gravitation bring concerns of energy storage or loss due to
“premature” or “intermediate transitional” states. By premature or intermediate transitional, the author
means non-determining in respect of actual energy storage or definite loss. Since both the Lagrangian
and the Einsteinian formulas describe a non-established or storable energy state. As such, the
determination of derivation, storage or loss of energy tensors are indefinite.
Hence, what we are talking about is NOT a cyberspace of information mapping but a physical
or any other force that can cause damage or any hazard to our society. See also plasma weapons,
Lorentz and magnetic fields etc.

If we don’t think in universal
terms after reaching a level of consciousness, what hopes we have in a complex and advanced world
beyond order and trust of democracy? It is well known that the world is representing its state by
menthal projection in the real world. On other words, the world’s consciousness is materialized in
matter and the state of world indeed. Thinking of it from a backward point of view. What other state
could the world have than what it is conscious of indeed? Please also see my pocketFIT, FIT book and
this document on the relationship between matter and consciousness and universal term thinking. Ref:
(http://www.fugeeonline.com/) Thank you!
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Related scientific and think-tank portals:
● Al Jazeera: Live News | Bold Perspectives | Exclusive Films
http://www.aljazeera.com/
● Atlantic Community, The open Think Tank on Foreign Policy
http://atlantic-initiative.org/
● Ocean X Team, focus has been on hidden treasures and historic artefacts
http://www.oceanexplorer.se/
● RT, Question more
https://www.rt.com/
● Kuruc, Regional insights and facts
http://www.kuruc.info/
● The Third phase of the Moon, Alien and paranormal footages
http://www.thirdphaseofmoon.net/
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